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Let's come up with 5 top
prompts for education!
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Hi, I'm Leo!
Follow me for
AI Expertise



"Suggest techniques for
effectively integrating

technology into a
[subject] lesson."
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Why it's a timesaver:
With the rise of digital
learning, integrating

tech tools can enhance
lessons. This prompt

gives educators
actionable methods

tailored to their subject,
bypassing hours of
research on tech

applications.



Why it's a timesaver:
Finding age-

appropriate resources
can be a challenge.

This prompt provides
educators with a

curated list, saving
them time scouring

libraries or the internet.

"Recommend books or
resources suitable for

[specific grade level, or
adults] on [topic]."
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Why it's a timesaver:
Managing larger
classes requires

distinct techniques.
This prompt offers

actionable strategies,
enabling educators to
maintain an effective
learning environment
without resorting to

trial and error.

"Provide classroom
/zoom management

strategies effective for
large class sizes."
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Why it's a timesaver:
Flipped classrooms

(where students teach
the teacher) are

increasingly popular
but need careful

planning. This prompt
gives educators a

blueprint, speeding up
the design phase and
ensuring pedagogical

effectiveness.

"Outline steps for
creating a flipped

classroom experience
for [specific subject]."
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Why it's a timesaver: Building rapport early is
key. This prompt provides educators with
ready-to-implement activities, ensuring a

positive start to the academic year without the
time-consuming brainstorming.

"Recommend ice-
breaker activities for
the first day of class
suitable for [specific

grade level or adults]
and [subject]."
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Your AI is hungry. The more data and info you
feed it as part of your prompts, the stronger it

gets and the more it helps you.
 

Tell it about your job every time you prompt!

Remember to
Feed your AI
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Did you enjoy this carousel? Let me know in the
comments below, and consider reposting and

sharing this carousel!

Have your own tips, favorite
prompts, or want exposure?
Feel free to comment below!


